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How you approach Internet users—with either a question or a statement—influences how much 
attention they’ll pay to what you’ve posted. 

1. Remember

You have to develop the skills you’ll need to create interactions with Internet users. 

2. Micro-interactions

@prbertrand @prbertrand @philipperichardbertrand

Your posts should make users want to share them.

3. Sharing

Your posts should invite Internet users to respond, interact with you and other respondents, 
make them think and, ultimately, make them engage in some kind of behaviour. 

4. Notices

Any social media strategy requires daily work. The objective is to facilitate discussion—
at any time of day or night. So you have to be ready. 

5. Facilitation



The objective of a good social media strategy is to contribute to and fuel the discussions taking 
place. Many brands settle for simply relaying information. But you also need to create content, 
educate, inform Internet users. 

6. Contribution

With any social media strategy, you have to approach users in a positive, constructive manner. The 
message must never be negative. 

7. Enthusiasm

You want to know other ways for your enterprise to stay 
ahead of the competition?

• Complete customized analysis for your business account 

• Book an appointment online, when it is convenient for you 

• Answers to questions related to your enterprise 

• Learning sessions on the latest technologies to help you modernize your businesses 

Book an appointment today, at the Rogers Center for small businesses 
www.rogers.com/centresdaffaires

Schedule a free consultation with a small business specialist.

http://www.rogers.com/centresdaffaires

